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On why this image might be shown, The Playing Amateure raises several possibilities: It may have been posted to demonstrate the site in action, or it may have simply been thrown up by anyone on holiday that wasnt making use of copyright filtering on their network. It may have been posted to raise awareness that Rockstar arent perfect or
to deliberately exploit the alleged susceptibility of the unpatched game to cracking It may not have been posted at all. Alternatively, it may have been put up by someone famous who was too busy with their latest project to bother cracking an old game - for example, the Creative Assembly may have run a competition, and this is the prize-
winner. Or it could be that a Cracktographer-spying-on-Rockstar will drop the screenshot of this page for gullible muggles to see With recent efforts by Activision to cut back on digital piracy, and in order to avoid the mass media riot that ensued after Prey was cracked, the studio did offer copies of the game to certain game magazines that
agreed to say it was cracked in their review, if they were sent the game later after they actually reviewed the game. Rockstar employed the same tactic for the Max Payne Trilogy, but by showing it cracked in the screens, Rockstar were making a point: through the code in the leaked image, Rockstar explicitly claimed that they used internal
directx internals to do something in Max Payne 3 that they had done in prior games and then didn't explain what it was they'd hacked. If possible, it is impossible to do something like that in game code, so only one explanation was possible: they had used cheat code modification To say this publicly was to undermine their own claims in the

past, and do it in such an open way, besides likely being illegal (are you sure?) and it would have been unethical and unprofessional of the studios moral code on which they are otherwise renowned. Probably not how Rockstar do their CRACKS, so it was either a poorly handled PR exercise or a contraband attempt by one of the studios heads. If
it was the former, it was a failure.
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